A numerical study of the NACA 0012 airfoil fitted with a harmonically morphing trailing edge flap (TEF) is performed at an angle of attack of 4º and a Reynolds number Re = 0.62×10 6 . The study focuses on high frequency, low amplitude configurations for the morphing flap and their effects on the aerodynamic performance and flow structures in the wake. Dynamic meshing methods implemented in the commercial software Ansys Fluent and driven by an in-house user-defined function (UDF) were used to model the TEF deformation using a modified unsteady parametrization. The Stress Blended Eddy Simulation (SBES) hybrid turbulence model was used for all parametric studies. For a fixed amplitude, a range of morphing frequencies (lower and higher than the natural shedding frequency) was explored. Obtained results show that at certain high frequencies a slight increase in aerodynamic efficiency could be achieved compared with a baseline design. When the morphing frequency was fixed at its shedding value, the range of amplitudes investigated indicated the presence of an optimal morphing amplitude for which up to 3% increased aerodynamic efficiency could be obtained. Some preliminary results for upstroke and downstroke TEF oscillations are briefly presented to illustrate some differences compared with the main morphing strategy adopted in the paper. = maximum TE deflection value ̅ = non-dimensional distance along the chord xs = non-dimensional morphing start location yc = non-dimensional camber line yt = non-dimensional thickness distribution
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Nomenclature

AoA
= angle of attack, ° c = airfoil chord length, m CD = drag coefficient CL = lift coefficient f = morphing frequency, Hz fs = Shedding frequency, Hz km = morphing reduced oscillation frequency t = time, s T = morphing period U = free stream velocity, m/s St = Strouhal number wte = maximum TE deflection value ̅ = non-dimensional distance along the chord xs = non-dimensional morphing start location yc = non-dimensional camber line yt = non-dimensional thickness distribution
I. Introduction
Reduction of gas emissions (CO2, NOx) and noise are becoming fundamental design criteria for future aircraft, especially with the high growth rate of air travel which is estimated to double in the coming 20 years [1] . These constraints have made it necessary for engineers to pursue innovative and distributive aircraft designs that combine various groundbreaking technologies e.g. new propulsion systems, smart materials, unconventional airframe configurations and flow control devices, one of which is the use of morphing structures. Morphing structures can be optimized throughout all flight phases to obtain optimal aerodynamic performance, and morphing applied to wings is beneficial on many levels e.g. using morphing wings would improve the aerodynamic performance in off-design operating conditions by adjusting the wing surfaces in real time. Furthermore, an ideal morphing wing would effectively eliminate the gaps formed by discrete control surfaces (flaps, slats, ailerons) which would significantly streamline the wing geometry and reduce pressure drag and airframe noise. Morphing wings research as a field has been thriving over the last few years, and various studies have been conducted dealing with many aspects of morphing e.g. optimization, flight dynamics, control, and materials science [2] [3] [4] . In addition, various experiments and demonstrator concepts have been built to test the capabilities of morphing mechanisms [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Furthermore, a few papers have compiled detailed reviews of the various morphing concepts, their advantages and challenges, e.g. [10] [11] [12] .
The aerodynamic modelling of aircraft equipped with morphing wings has been addressed extensively in literature, the focus has been mainly on the study of the possible benefits from using this technology as a passive way to control the flow and improve the aerodynamic performance. Lyu et al. [13] conducted a shape optimization study on an adaptive morphing Trailing Edge Flap (TEF) using an in-house code to solve the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model. A 5% drag reduction was observed near off-design conditions and 1% at on-design conditions. Moreover, numerical and experimental results suggested that the wing equipped with the morphing TE section exhibited superior aerodynamic performance compared with a wing equipped with a simple hinged flap. Woods et al. [14] introduced the Fish Bone Active Camber (FishBAC) concept, where they performed an aerodynamic parametric study on various morphing parameters in addition to the wind tunnel testing of the prototype [15] . Both methods demonstrated the aerodynamic superiority of a morphing TEF compared to the hinged flap, however, the experiments showed a reduction of the aerodynamic efficiency of the morphing TE flap at angles of attack closer to the stall. Abdessemed et al. [16, 17] expanded on the study of Woods et al. [14] by introducing time dependency in the parametrization method of the FishBAC [14] and analyzed the unsteady morphing of an airfoil equipped with a morphing TEF. However, only the downward deflection was considered, and the low fidelity unsteady RANS with kω-SST turbulence model was used. The study confirmed the previous steady state results e.g. [14] , and suggested that the morphing motion has an influence on the flow field Nevertheless, the use of morphing flaps as an active flow control has not thoroughly been explored as opposed to the use of oscillating, discreet hinged flaps for instance. Krzysiak et al. [18] investigated a pitching NACA 0012 airfoil with a harmonically deflecting TEF in a subsonic wind tunnel and compared the results with theoretical calculations. It was found that an increase in the maximum lift coefficient is possible when both the angle of attack of the airfoil and flap deflection increase simultaneously. Lee et al. [19] carried out a similar study where a pitching NACA 0015 airfoil with a harmonically deflected flap was experimentally tested; the study showed evidence of a great impact on the CL and CM hysteresis while the leading-edge vortex formation and detachment was found to be unaffected by the flap motion. Jones et al. [20, 21] investigated both experimentally and numerically the use of periodic surface morphing for flow control purposes where the suction side of an airfoil was periodically morphed at various frequencies. Results showed that the actuation frequency dominated the spectra, causing the large coherent structures to add an extra momentum and effectively reduce the separation region, thereby reducing the drag. Most recently, an experimental study was conducted by Jodin et al. [22] where the use of a piezo-actuated vibrating TE flap was investigated. It was found that a 20dB power reduction of the predominant frequency could be obtained due to a substantial reduction in large scale instabilities. Likewise, a 5% reduction in drag and 2% increase in lift was observed at optimal combinations of frequency and amplitude. Finally, Abdessemed et al. [23] examined the effects of a harmonically morphing TEF on the acoustic spectra at a fixed actuation frequency and variable amplitudes, it was discovered that a 4% enhancement in aerodynamic efficiency was possible, in addition to the possibility of shifting the main tonal frequency to higher frequencies possibly outside human's audible range. However, an emphasis was made on the fact that the best actuation frequency/amplitude pair needs to be chosen for optimal performance improvements. Despite these recent efforts, further research work is still required to gather more data and to establish a more consistent understanding of the effects of morphing TEFs on the performance of wings. In particular, there is a need to investigate such effects using high fidelity CFD methods that offer greater capability for resolving unsteady flows characteristic of morphing applications.
In this paper, an unsteady computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis of a NACA 0012 airfoil fitted with an oscillating morphing TEF is conducted. A parametric study of the effects of the morphing frequency and amplitude on the aerodynamic performance is examined using an unsteady parametric method for the geometry deformation. The latter was implemented in a user-defined function (UDF) with appropriate smoothing techniques employed for mesh deformation. Finally, initial results comparing the downstroke oscillation to the upstroke oscillation are presented and discussed.
II. Problem definition
The effects of periodic forcing using a NACA 0012 airfoil fitted with a harmonically oscillating TEF on the aerodynamic performance are investigated. All test cases used an airfoil with a chord c = 0.2286 m, a Reynold number based on the chord Re = 0.62×10 6 and Mach number of 0.115.The deformation of the TEF was parametrized using a modified method of the unsteady approach introduced in [17] , then the method was adapted so that the entire range of motion could be achieved. The thickness distribution of the NACA 0012 wing was added to a parametric definition of the wing (Eq.1) which allows the control of the portion morphed, the amplitude of the oscillation and its frequency. Fig.1 illustrates the airfoil with the fitted TEF, and various parameters introduced in Eq.1.
where wte is the value of maximum deflection at the TE , f is the morphing frequency and xs is the start location for the morphing (fixed at 75% of the chord).
(1) Using Eq. 1 will make it possible to achieve a symmetrical TEF oscillation around the baseline position (between wte and -wte). For an asymmetrical oscillation (downstroke from 0 to -wte, or upstroke from 0 to -wte) the parametric definition in Eq.2 is used.
As a first step, the baseline configuration results were compared with experimental data produced by Sheldah et al. [24] . Afterwards, the parameters of amplitude and frequency were investigated for the symmetrical oscillation. A study case investigating the effects of varying the frequency for a fixed amplitude is first presented, then the frequency was fixed and the amplitude was changed. All this while maintaining an Angle of Attack (AoA) = 4º. The range of frequencies investigated was chosen relative to the shedding frequency (found to be 480 Hz). The amplitude was fixed at a value equal to 0.01% of the chord similar to what is found in literature, e.g. [22] . The amplitudes were then changed while the frequency was fixed at the shedding frequency fs = 480 Hz. Finally, in order to investigate possible differences between a downstroke and an upstroke oscillation, a comparative test between the two scenarios is presented. Table 1 summarizes the cases studied.
III. Computational Setup
For a 2D incompressible flow, the pressure-based solver included in the commercial software Ansys Fluent [25] is used for all the subsequent unsteady calculations. The fractional step method (FSM) of the Non-Iterative TimeAdvancement Scheme (NITA) [25] was used for time advancement as it results in significant CPU savings. A least 
square cell based spatial discretization was used for all the gradients. Moreover, the momentum equation discretization employs a bounded central differencing (BCD) scheme with a second order scheme for all the remaining quantities. Turbulence closure was provided by the Stress Blended Eddy Simulation (SBES) which is a hybrid RANS-LES turbulence model that uses a shielding function that provides significant improvements compared with older hybrid models such as the Detached Eddy simulation (DES) [26] . The RANS wall boundary layer regions are protected against influences from the LES model when the shielding functions are in use, which "shields" against early switch to the LES model that could cause a strong decline in the RANS capabilities [27] .
Dynamic meshing schemes implemented in Ansys Fluent were utilized to deform the mesh. Diffusion-based smoothing was the primary smoothing method used given its suitability for structured meshes and higher quality preservation near the deformed walls [25] . In order to reduce the computational cost of using dynamic meshing, two regions were created in the mesh: a small region around the airfoil, called the morphing region, where the set of diffusion equations will be evaluated and the deformation propagating through it. The second zone, the static zone, will not be deformed thus saving CPU time. Between the two regions, an interface is created where an interpolation is performed to connect the two zones. Fig.2a illustrates the structure of the computational domain.
To capture accurately the boundary layer, the maximum near-wall first-layer grid resolution of y + < 0.5 was targeted, with an expansion ratio of 1.05 for the first 50 layers, then 1.1 for the rest of the mesh. The airfoil had 200 grid points on its surface clustered toward the leading and trailing edges, with an extra 300 points in the streamwise direction to capture the wake, resulting in a mesh size of 200k cells. A C-grid topology was used for the computational domain which extended about 19c in the streamwise direction and 15c in the crosswise direction. All simulations were conducted with a of time steps Δt =10 -5 s in order to satisfy the CFL condition of less than 1 in most of the domain. Fig2b shows the mesh used for the simulations.
IV.
Results and discussion
A. Static baseline NACA 0012 results
In this section the flow around the baseline (unmorphed) airfoil is investigated using the methedology decribed in the previous section. Results were compared with those from a wind tunnel test [24] for the same airfoil at a Reynolds number close to the one used in this study (~Re=0.7×10 6 ). Figure 3 shows the numerical and experimental results for both CL and CD for a range of AoA up to 8º. Both lift and drag predictions agree well with the test data. for the NACA 0012 airfoil from Sheldah et al. [24] .
The maximum discprency noted for CL was about 8% at AoA of 8º, whereas the CD discripency was smaller in this range of AoA (about 5% diffrence between the test and the simulation) . Moreover, for the 4º AoA that we will be investigated in subsequent sections, the discrepency is less than 2% for both CL and CD. Figure 4 illustrates the lift and drag coefficients results obtained for the NACA 0012 at AoA 4º, this angle was chosen to replicate the study performed in [23] and explore a larger range of frequencies and amplitudes. Figure 4a and 4b illustrate the instantaneous results for CL and CD taken for a period of 0.84s, which is approximately 4 times the Flow-Through time (TFT). A continuous vortex shedding is observed from the oscillations about the mean values. In order to have extra insight into the flow characteristics, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is performed on the CL signal, Fig. 4c shows the resulting Power Spectral Density (PSD). A clear peak is observed from the FFT which is associated with the laminar boundary layer-vortex shedding (LBL-VS) [28, 29] frequency fs which is determined to be 480 Hz, equivalent to a Strouhal number St = 0.32 (using the airfoil thickness as reference length). This value of St is expected based on the Reynolds and Strouhal number relation for bluff bodies. This frequency is used in the subsequent section as a reference for the morphing frequencies used for the harmonic forcing. From Fig. 4 , one also notices the appearance of what seems to be two sub-harmonics at 213 Hz and 266 Hz. High frequency peaks also appear in the spectra.
B. Harmonically morphing TEF results
As mentioned in the problem definition, parametric studies were performed in order to explore the effects that changing frequencies or amplitude has on the efficiency of harmonically morphing TEFs as active flow control devices. Figure 5 shows the PSD for all the frequencies studied compared with the baseline unactuted airfoil. The main diffrence shared by all the cases comapred with the unactuted case is that the spectral density associated with the shedding frequency is significally lower at all the actuated cases, the 600 Hz seems to produce almost a complete reduction in the predominant frequency peak captured in the unactuted case. This behaviour could be due to possible energy transfer to the larger coherant structures by means of the periodic forcing. Similar effects were observed by Jones et al. [20, 21] where the actuation was found to cause a locked-on phenomenon causing the actuation frequency to dominate the spectra. This reduction could be translated into significant noise level reductions, yet the levels of PSD observed for the current amplitudes/ frequencies seems to be weaker than what is observed in literature. Such observation gives indications that the fixed amplitude (0.01%) is not large enough to generate LCS large enough to cause a significant disruption in the wake. This is confirmed by Fig.6 presenting the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) contours for all the frequencies explored, there is no significant change in the flow structures between all the cases. One main difference that could be observed is that for the 900 Hz the actuation seems to affect wake's flow structure through what seems to be a delayed breakdown of the large vortices by breaking down the large vortex structures in the wake which could affect the drag and lift. Figure 7 displays the change in the average value of CD, CL and the aerodynamic efficiency (CL /CD ). For all the cases, the actuations appear to increase slightly the drag (up to 0.2% when actuating at the vortex shedding frequency) the same trend is observed when it comes to CL where most actuation frequency had a negative impact on the lift. The exception was the 900 Hz frequency as a 0.5% increase in lift was obtained, this could be linked to the relatively stronger effect this actuation frequency had on the wake. Finally, Fig.7c illustrates the change in the aerodynamic efficiency, which confirmed that, the 900 Hz produces the only increase in efficiency observed (about 0.4%) whereas the remaining actuating frequency reduced the efficiency. One plausible explanation of the lack of significant effects 
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Hz
on the performance is that the amplitude of morphing used is not large enough. The next section shows the effects of larger amplitudes for a fixed morphing frequency. Figure 8 presents the spectral density analysis performed on the CL time history signal for all the morphing amplitudes investigated. Results confirm once more that that actuating frequency dominates the spectra keeping the dominant frequency at 480 Hz which is the frequency used for forcing. Nonetheless, the power density levels seem to only be affected at higher amplitudes starting from 0.1% where the PSD level seems to increase with higher amplitudes of morphing, this could be due to the fact that a higher amplitude induces more local camber change which might enhance the size of the local separation. Yet these higher PSD levels are associated with increased noise levels. Another effect possibly induced by morphing is that the high frequency harmonics appearing in the baseline and the 0.01% case do not appear in the rest of the cases. Such effects might be explained by the energy transfer to the larger structures produced by larger amplitudes concentrating energy at a specific frequency. Figure 9 qualitatively illustrates the differences and similarities between various actuating amplitudes. As expected from the spectral analysis, the differences are subtle or inexistent for the first two cases. However, for the 0.1% and 0.5% case, the large structures within the wake seem to be discretized into slightly smaller ones, with a more accentuated effect in the near wake for the 0.5% case, this again could have effects on the aerodynamic performance. Amplitude,%c Figure 10 shows the average value of the change in CD, CL and the aerodynamic efficiency for each amplitude studied calculated relative to the unactuated NACA 0012. A clear trend appears in the results where smaller amplitudes (0.01 and 0.05) have negative impact on the aerodynamic efficiency with the drag experiencing a slight increase and the lift decreasing as low as -0.3%, however this trend is reversed at amplitude 0.1% where the lift experiences a slight increase for similar levels of drag. The highest increase in the aerodynamic efficiency was observed for 0.5%, up to 3% increase of efficiency was obtained using this amplitude which is caused by the simultaneous decrease in drag (2%) and increase in lift (1%). This decrease in drag could have originated from the fact that the wake width was affected by the shrinking of the large coherent structures in the near wake which translated in a decrease in pressure drag.
Effect of amplitude variation
Downstroke vs upstroke
A test case comparing between the use of asymmetrical oscillation (only an upstroke or a downstroke) was performed to investigate possible impact on the aerodynamic performance. Both the frequency and amplitude ( f=480 Hz, wte = 0.05%c). initial results showed that the impact on the forces is different depending on which stroke is used, for the upstroke both lift and drag decreased leading to a -0.3% decrease in the aerodynamic efficiency. However, the downstroke showed better performance with a 2% increase in lift along with a 1% increase in drag, which translated by a 1% increase in the aerodynamic efficiency. This give an indication that the way the TEF is oscillated could have an impact on the efficiency of the flow control mechanism.
V. Conclusion and Future Work
The effects of changing the frequency and amplitude of a harmonically oscillating TEF were investigated and the results compared with the baseline unmorphed configuration at a Re=0.62×10 6 for a 4º AoA. For a given amplitude a set of frequencies lower or higher than the shedding frequency were examined, along with a range of amplitudes for a fixed frequency.
Spectral analysis confirmed findings from previous studies namely that the morphing frequencies dominate the spectra, with a significant reduction in the predominant frequency peak which is associated with the LBL-VS. It was also found that for the amplitude used (0.01% of the chord) only a frequency higher than the shedding frequency produced enhanced aerodynamic efficiency due to the breakdown of large coherent structures in the near wake.
The study of various amplitudes concluded that higher amplitudes produced better efficiency for the studied frequency. By using an amplitude of 0.5% of the chord a 2% decrease in the total drag was obtained producing up to 3% increase in the aerodynamic efficiency.
Moreover, a preliminary study into the effect of using only the downstroke or upstroke oscillation showed that the two scenarios behave differently, an increase of 1% in the aerodynamic efficiency was obtained using the downward oscillation whereas the upstroke resulted in a slight efficiency loss.
Finally, this study confirmed that in order to obtain optimal reductions in drag, increases in lift and overall improvement in the aerodynamic efficiency it is important to pair the right frequency and amplitude.
In the future, an in-depth investigation of the entire design space is needed in order to have a complete image, and possibly a correlation, of the optimal frequency, amplitude and size of the flap needed to obtain best performance gains using the harmonic forcing by a morphing TEF. Moreover, an investigation of higher angles of attack is primordial as periodic forcing is expected to have greater effects near stall. Additionally, a deeper investigation of the effect of downstroke or upstroke oscillation needs to be performed to gain an understanding of possible differences.
Lastly, the complex flow phenomena occurring undoubtedly need full 3D CFD analysis with LES model or Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) to unfold fully the complexities in the flow.
